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We understand that brand questions will come up from time to time that you may not be clear

about. As a new company, we're continually developing our standards and welcome your outreach.

If you are not sure whether or not something is allowed, always reach out before proceeding to

make sure you're not putting yourself in a situation that could be inconvenient or costly later.

branding + social media
COMPANY POLICIES

The company name should always be listed as one word, with an uppercase A & K.  There is

not a space between the words Asher & Kate. 

When using the AsherKate logo, always use the official font as displayed on our website

and marketing materials. Alternately, you may display the company name in your marketing in

any standard san-serif font such as arial, avenir, century gothic, etc; however our logo as it is

made is the only script font that should be used. 

Model photos and flat lays created by the company can be used in marketing as long as

they include the official logo, "AK" watermark or if the content with the image clearly

indicates that the product is from AsherKate. Stylists are not allowed to use product images

from the website on their own sites, blogs, social media accounts, etc. without including

either the company name, logo or watermark for each image. 

Any graphics or sharing assets that we publish for Stylists use should not be altered or

edited. Changing the text or removing logos and watermarks is prohibited. 

Stylists are allowed to create print materials such as business cards, flyers, banners, etc. for

their business using the AsherKate logo or name provided that they also include the term

Independent Stylist clearly visible beneath or beside the logo. Using the name AsherKate

without this information is a violation and will require the disposal and re-print of print

materials at the expense of the Stylist.

Creating your own branded merch items such as hats, shirts, cups etc with the AsherKate

name or logo is not allowed.

IF  IN
DOUBT,

JUST ASK. . .

We have specific guidelines about the way that our brand and company information is represented

by our independent Stylists in order to maintain clarity and consistency across all platforms. 

ASHERKATE BRAND
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Our online Stylist Handbook has lots of helpful information and details that will help you

further navigate your new Stylist role. Access it in the Stylist Hub for a complete Stylist FAQ

and policy overview. Your Sponsor can also help answer any questions you may have.

branding + social media
COMPANY POLICIES

LEARN MORE

Your social media accounts are an important aspect of your business and we want you to have the

freedom and creativity to make the most of this sales channel.   Our social media guidelines are

important to maintaining the vision, consistency and clarity of the brand.

SOCIAL MEDIA

The  name AsherKate cannot be used alone as the name of any social media page,

group, handle, etc. If the name AsherKate is used, Stylists must also include personalized

information that explains the independent relationship of our Stylists and the stylist name.

Examples such as AsherKate by Sarah, Christy's AsherKate Boutique, etc are allowed.

Names like AsherKate, AsherKate Style, Shop AsherKate, AsherKate of Florida, or any names

that could be construed as a corporate account are prohibited and subject to immediate

removal. If you are unsure, send your names/handles to the support team for approval.

We are proud of the way that our Stylists represent themselves and our brand on social

media. We have an incredible group of women in our tribe. In the event that we encounter

social medial activity that we consider to be unbecoming of the vision, brand and ideals

of the company, we will at our discretion ask the Stylist to remove such posts or images

and in extreme cases, terminate the role. Examples of things that we consider to be a

conflict of our brand are posts or images that contain explicit photos or content, content

with hate, discrimination or threatening language or posts that attack or slander another

stylist, customer or community member. 

The job title Independent Stylist or Independent Senior Stylist should be used when Stylists

include their new role in their online work profiles or resume (This also applies to email

signatures and voicemail greetings). Stylists are allowed to tag our corporate business

pages on Facebook and LinkedIn within their work profiles to help maximize their exposure. 


